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QUESTION 1

Brava! for TaskSpace is installed. When users attempt to view a PDF document the native application is launched. 

How can PDF viewing be enabled with Brava!? 

A. Change the mapping of the Document View for each role in the application. 

B. Create a new Document View form for each object type used by the application. 

C. Create a mapping in the Viewers and Formats section of the TaskSpace configuration. 

D. Edit the formatmapping.xml file in the config directory of the TaskSpace web application. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 2

An Inbound Step activity is unable to find the correct workitem. 

What is the most likely problem with the incoming message? 

A. an incorrect correlation identifier 

B. an incorrect schema associated with the workitem 

C. the inbound listener has not picked it 

D. cannot access to the workitem 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 3

An application developer is creating a business process template and needs to ensure that certain pieces of data that
are included within a structured data type will be persisted in the repository after the workflow completes. To which
location should the structured data type data be mapped? 

A. process parameters 

B. process variables 

C. attributes of a package 

D. no mapping is required 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 4



What should an application developer configure in the task template to show the package content in line with a viewer? 

A. Add a viewer control on the task template and bind it to /Activity/...//PackageId. 

B. Add a viewer control on the task template and bind it to /Activity/...//DocumentId. 

C. Add an embedded form control on the task template and bind it to /Activity/...//PackageId. 

D. Add an embedded form control on the task template and bind it to /Activity/...//DocumentId. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 5

Given a class called MyAdaptor that implements IAdaptor or extends an existing class that implements IAdaptor, which
code snippet represents the correct way to load resources and prepare the class for operation when using the IAdaptor
interface? 

A. public class MyAdaptor extends datasource.prop.PropertiesData-SourceAdaptor public MyAdaptor() { // Initialization
code goes here }} 

B. public class MyAdaptor extends ItemValidator implements IStringValidator { public void init(IAdaptorConfiguration
adaptor) throws AdaptorException { // Initialization code goes here } } 

C. public class MyAdaptor extends datasource.prop.PropertiesData-SourceAdaptor public
MyAdaptor(IAdaptorConfiguration iAdaptorConfiguration) { // Initialization code goes here }} 

D. public class MyAdaptor extends ItemValidator implements IStringValidator { public void
prepareAdaptor(IAdaptorConfiguration adaptor) throws AdaptorException { // Initialization code goes here } } 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 6

An application developer adds a structured data type to the process template which is visible across all activities. 

What should the developer do next so the added structured data type is available to an existing task template
associated with an activity in the process? 

A. Open the Task template in Forms Builder. 

B. Use the Synchronize function in Process Builder. 

C. Refresh Structured Data Type in Process Builder. 

D. Use the Synchronize function in Forms Builder. 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 7



How must a process diagram dashlet be configured to display results? 

A. as a target of a multi-drill-down report 

B. assigned to a process template 

C. with a mandatory filter 

D. with a work queue 

Correct Answer: A 

 

QUESTION 8

What is a prerequisite for a user to merge two documents in TaskSpace? 

A. The user must configure their merge preferences in TaskSpace. 

B. The user must have version permission on both source documents. 

C. The TaskSpace application must have the merge_document component installed. 

D. The merge document plug-in installed in the user\\'s browser. 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 9

After a Task Form is associated with a manual activity within a process template, where else can that Task Form be
used? 

A. for any activity that has the same activity name 

B. for any activity only within the original process 

C. for any activity within any process 

D. for only the original activity and process 

Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 10

Which TaskSpace component must be modified to display two additional columns for a particular folder type? 

A. Folder Display 

B. Folder View 

C. Folder Information 



D. Folder Contents 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 11

A system design calls for the possibility that a given user could be a member of 270 groups and roles. 

What should be changed to ensure maximum performance? 

A. Revise the database indexes and update index statistics on the dm_group_s and dm_group_r database tables. 

B. Configure the groups to be dynamic and non-nested. 

C. Modify the Content Server DM_GROUP_LIST_LIMIT parameter and restart the repository. 

D. Make the following change to the app.xml configuration file for TaskSpacE. true. 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 12

How are fields added to a BAM report in PRS? 

A. They are selected from report entities. 

B. They are defined in report categories. 

C. They are identified when selecting a chart type. 

D. They are referenced in a report filter. 

Correct Answer: A 
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